Introduction
Welcome to your guide to technology for the retail
sector. Offering you a comprehensive round-up of the
latest technology and innovation for retail settings.
From shop exteriors, to leisure facilities and car showrooms,
you will discover solutions that will deliver the very best
retail experience.
If you would like more information on any of the products
or solutions featured, please call your account manager or
our sales team on 01379 649200.
Visit our interactive online portal at:
retail.midwich.com
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High-end bracketry and mounting
solutions for Shopping Hall facilitation

Shopping Mall

Full Service Video Wall SmartMount® with
Quick Release for 46” – 60” Displays
Raising the bar of excellence with an enhanced feature set, centred on ease
of install and display positioning. The tool-less lateral micro-adjustment and
38mm of fine tuning on each axis, enable precise screen alignment.

43” 24/7 Signage Display & Media Player
Modern and slim design with unhindered readability – no reflections from
windows or other light sources means no disruption to the visibility of
signage content. Connect the display to a Full HD BrightSign media player.

PEERDSVW775QR

NECLCDM431 & BSHD1024

Indoor Portrait Totem kiosk
Experience the elegance of Peerless-AV’s new indoor Portrait Kiosk, designed
to support the latest LFD and touchscreen panels up to 100mm deep. Includes
fine adjustment for perfect display positioning and whisper quiet thermostatic
controlled cooling fans.

55” Video Wall Display
The 55SVH7F-A features an unprecedented razor-thin bezel,
makes content look like the actual original image by depicting a
subject perfectly true to form, without any distortions.

PEERKIPC2555EUK

LG55SVH7F

Flat Panel Ceiling Mount Kit for up to 75” displays

55” Interactive Display & Multi-Display Controller
QMR-T series provide UHD resolution capabilities for incredibly clear content,
increasing customer engagement with lifelike images. Pair these with a
Datapath Fx5 multi-display controller.

All of the components required to ceiling mount a single 32-75” flat panel on a
1.5m length pole. Includes heavy duty cathedral ceiling plate for flat or sloping
ceiling and a display adaptor delivering -5° to +20° tilt for ideal screen angle.

PEERFPS150CPF

SMQM55RT & DATAPFX4HDR
Pendant speaker
Biamp drives for high quality audio and ease of installation. It’s P60 Pendant
speakers bring the sonic performance perfect for higher ceilings. The P60’s can
be incorporated into a wider system using Biamps Tesira or Vocia products for
Live Paging.

BIAP60DT

Ultra-Accurate Laser Projector
The world’s No.1 DLP brand BenQ expands its full line of innovative
BlueCore laser projectors with LK953ST, for fixed lens installation,
enabling powerful visual communication in a variety of venues and
retail environments.

BENQLK953ST
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Shop Exterior
Integrated Projector and Lighting Function
Projection lighting displays content with
creativity and originality. The PT-JW130 Series
can project video or still images clearly on or
around the subject which makes it an effective
tool to attract attention in various spaces.

Screen Display Stand

b-tech av mounts

BT8701 is perfectly suited to house signage
displays. Designed to mount screens close
to the wall, it features integrated cable
management to ensure a smart and stylish
installation in line with contemporary aesthetic.

BTEBT8701BS

55” Duel Sided in Window Display
Samsung’s OMN series was designed with a storefront window
display in mind. It projects clear, bright images that attract and
engage audiences, increasing the probability of an in-store visit.
Pair with Peerless ceiling window display mounts.

SMOM55ND & PEERDSOM55NDCEI
55” Outdoor Display & Controller
With a slim & robust design, XE4F series can be easily installed to
meet the customer’s needs in external environments. Upgraded
brightness captures the customer’s attention even under strong and
direct sunlight. Pair these with a Datapath Fx4 multi-display controller

PANPTJW130

75” Display & Media Player
Be more flexible with your screen real estate. With the ability to play
content from up to four separate inputs, all on one screen, QuadViewer
is ideal for retail environments. Connect the interactive screen to a Full
HD BrightSign media player with USB connection to enable the creation
and delivery of engaging interactive in-store content.

PHI75BDL3003H & BSHD1024
Discreet Ceiling Speaker & DSP
Biamp CM Series speakers are bezel-less and sound fantastic - ideal for low
ceilings and large spaces. They can be deployed as part of a wider system
design incorporating Biamps Tesira range of DSP products and accessories.
Rack mountable four channel digital networked amplifier, configurable via
Tesira sofware, delivers fault reporting, impedance monitoring, and optional
analog failover.

BIACM20DTS & BIATESAMP4175R

LG55XE4F & DATAPFX4HDR
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55” Display & Media Player

Shop Interior

Enjoy brighter signage with the ProLite 42 Series, delivering a slim bezel,
500 cd/m² brightness display, which can be operated 18/7 in landscape
and portrait orientation. Connect the interactive screen to a Full HD
BrightSign media player with USB connection to enable the creation
and delivery of engaging interactive in-store content.

IIYLCD5542UHS & BSHD1024
PT-JW130 Space Player - Integrated Projector and
Lighting Function

55” Display & Media Player

Integrate creative and original projection lighting displays
that will captivate customers. The PT-JW130 Series can
project video or still images very clearly on or around the
subject, providing a new shopping experience.

The 55UH5F-H displays vivid and realistic colour, and
detailed content. In addition, the wide viewing angle
applied with an IPS panel, provides clear images
with no distortion.

PANPTJW130GBE

LG55UH5F-H & BSXT244

65” QLED 4K Smart Signage, Media Player & Universal Pop-Out Videowall Mounting

Netgear & ZeeVee

With the abundance of digital screens in retail spaces, the challenge is to have a screen that is a cut
above the rest. Samsung’s new QMR series displays stand out to deliver best-in-class UHD resolution
as well as intelligent UHD upscaling and rich flawless colours. Pair this with BrightSign I/O player.
Customise your option with the Midwich mount team.

Cost effective solution from two of the leading
manufacturers in AVoIP. With a ZyPerUHD, you can easily
distribute video up to 4K from any source to an unlimited
number of displays directly over a Netgear 1G, 8port switch.

SMQM65R & BSXT244

NGGSM4212P & ZEEZYPERUHD
46” Video Wall Display & Controller
The exceptionally thin cabinet depth provides flexibility to create
the exact video wall. Samsung’s powerful picture enhancement
technology ensures all content is vibrant and clear. Pair these with a
Datapath Fx4 multi-display controller.

SMVM46TU & DATAPFX4HDR

A4 Desktop Duplex Scanner
The ScanSnap iX1500 enables the intuitive scanning and
seamless distribution to a range of destinations; whether
invoices to an email address or delivery notes to a secure
drive, customer data can be managed securely and
compliantly in the cloud.

SCANSNAPIX1500
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Car Showroom
8,000 Lumens Laser Installation Projector
High ambient light can easily ‘wash out’ a
projected image, so high brightness and
guaranteed colour accuracy are a must for an
in-showroom floor projection. 20,000 hours
maintenance free operation.

A4 Workgroup Duplex Scanner
Securely and seamlessly process batches of
documents with the fi-7160 and utilise impressive
PaperStream software to enhance the scanned
image and distribute to line of business systems.

FI7160
98” Display & Media Player
Philips superb picture quality ensures true colours and
intense contrast. You can effortlessly display content
from multiple sources on a single screen. A screen
paired with a 4K Enterprise BrightSign media player
can provide a real showstopper.

PHI98BDL4550D & BSXT1144
65” Interactive Display & Controller
With slim, modern styling, 24/7 operation and high haze panel
to reduce reflections when ambient light is high, the M series is
the professional way to deliver your message. Pair these with a
Datapath Fx4 multi-display controller.

NECPX803ULWH

Ultra-Accurate Laser Projector
The world’s No.1 DLP brand BenQ expands its full line of innovative
BlueCore laser projectors with LK953ST, for fixed lens installation,
enabling powerful visual communication in a variety of venues and
retail environments.

BENQLK953ST

Audio Solutions
In a busy modern car showroom, setting the ambience is all important.
The Cloud audio system allows you to set up to 6 zones for local
playback, with on-wall controls and a mic, that will cover your business
needs. Explore the full range to get the best car showroom installation.

CLOUDDCM1 & CLOUDPM4SA

NECLCDM651 & DATAPFX4HDR
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Supermarket
15.6” Monitor
The ProLite touch panel PC is a perfect choice for
high-use environments such as retail, interactive
POS, information desks or hospitality applications.

IIYTW1523ASB1P
43” Display
Share content easily with a hassle-free content
management system. The Quad Core SoC
executes several tasks at once with smooth
content playback without a media player.

LG43UH5F-H

Document Solutions For In-Store Pharmacies
Brother have over 25 years’ experience supplying print solutions
to hospitals, laboratories and clinics. Applications include: patient
record labels, sample labels, prescription labels, name badges and
prescription printing.

HLL5100DNTZU1 & PTP950NW & QL810W & PTP700
75” MultiSync Display
This 75” NEC V754Q display with a new slim design allows
for clear, detailed imagery for unobtrusive digital signage in
any setting. The full metal chassis, coupled with real-time
temperature sensors and integrated cooling fans, maintains
the professional quality necessary for retail environments.

NECLCDV754Q

Ceiling Loudspeaker & Amplifier
The JBL Control 26 C/T provides crystal clear audio with a wide frequency
range, even coverage and low distortion at high output. Crown’s CDi2|300
amplifier is the perfect core for your store’s speaker network. It’s reliable,
efficient and can be tailored to your needs with flexible routing and
advanced DSP. Together they will provide the perfect audio solution for
your retail space.

JBLCONTROL26C & CROWNCDI2300
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Loudspeakers & Subwoofer

Restaurant

Play high quality sound without tiring the ears! Biamp
MaskT Series 100v speakers offer a perfect sound
signature for background music applications. Can be
paired with the Biamp Sublime subwoofer for more
bass critical applications.

BIAMASK4CT & BIASUBLIME
22” Commercial Display

55” Commercial TV

22SM3G delivers information and performs
guide with more effective ways in various
commercial space, which provides more
convenient solution thanks to its upgraded
webOS platform.

Increase your restaurant’s visibility by introducing
eye-catching visual content. Samsung’s commercial
display allows content managers incorporate images,
logos and feature icons specific to guest needs while
reinforcing special offers and branding.

LG22SM3G

SMHG55ET690UX & PEERPF650

50” Display & Media Player

A3 Colour Printer

Make your content stand out with a fast 4K UHD display.
Philips superb picture quality ensures true colours and
intense contrast. You can effortlessly display content
from multiple sources on a single screen. Connect the
display to a Full HD BrightSign media player.

The compact C800 Series A3 colour printers enable retail business printing
to be done in-house and on-demand in minutes! Print everything from
restaurant, bar and cocktail menus to A3 posters and banners up to 1.3m
long, and even window and floor signage, table stickers and much more!

C800

PHI50BDL4550D & BSHD1024

46” Video Wall Panel & Controller

43” Display & Media Player

Long-lasting continuous pictures turning any wall into an
opportunity to reliably display information like restaurant menus
or promotions. Pair these with a Datapath Fx4 multi-display
controller.

Enjoy brighter signage with the ProLite 42 Series, delivering a slim bezel,
500 cd/m² brightness display, which can be operated 18/7 in landscape and
portrait orientation. Connect the interactive screen to a Full HD BrightSign
media player with USB connection to enable the creation and delivery of
engaging interactive in-store content.

NECLCDUN462VA & DATAPFX4HDR
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IIYLCD4342UHS & BSHD1024
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Loudspeakers & Subwoofer

Leisure

Biamp MaskT speaker has a unique design and delivers
a crystal clear sound for all your public address and
background music applications. Play high quality sound
without tiring the ears! Can be paired with the Biamp
Prezone2 for simple tablet control over multiple zones.

BIAMASK6CTBL & BIAPREZONE2
86” Ultra Stretch Signage

LED Displays

The 86BH5F delivers new forms of
advertising and multiplexed information
in a 58:9 widescreen format. It can bring
unused & leftover space to life by being
installed without restriction.

There is a lot of excitement around LED displays at
the moment, especially what they can achieve when
specified in retail applications. The range of features LED
displays offer is akin to a wish list of the perfect large
screen installation: no bezels, high brightness, slim depth.
Contact our LED specialists at PSCo to find out more.

LG86BH5F

9000 Lumens Wuxga Laser Projector

32” Interactive Display & Media Player

Have the power to impress with accurate colours.
Compact and flexible 1-Chip DLP Projectors deliver
elite colour performance in any space.

When picture quality and latency matter there is no alternative
to the ZyPer4K encoders and decoders. Delivering 10gb
uncompressed 4K, ZeeVee allows you show up to 19 sources in
a Multiview format on a single screen. Pair these with Netgear
switch for a smooth content management solution.

PANPTRZ990BEJ
55” Video Wall Display
Create stunning videowall installations with these 55” video
wall displays from LG. Captivate your viewers with vivid and
dynamic picture quality, delivering immersive advertising
from almost any angle.

LG55VL5F
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ZEEZ4KENCC3U & ZEEZ4KDECC3U & NGXSM4324CS100N
32” Interactive Display & Media Player
A responsive capacitive touch functionality offers an engaging
user experience and the user-friendly design enables comfortable,
productive digital interaction. Connect the interactive screen to a
Full HD BrightSign media player with USB connection to enable the
creation and delivery of interactive content.

SMQM32RT & BSHD1024
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